Francouzská restaurace Art Nouveau in the Municipal house is one of the best restaurants in Prague.

It was awarded by the prestigious guide Gault & Millau for the second time this year. Francouzska restaurant got 2 cook’s caps, it means that one of the most influential guides in the world got to the restaurants 15 points from 20 possible. Quality of food and service confirm other guides as well, for example Trip Advisor or Grand restaurant.

Francouzská restaurant is situated in the entire northern area of the right wing of the Municipal House, which was built to represent magnificence of the Czech culture. This project was designed by Czech famous architects Antonin Balšánek and Osvald Polívka. On 5th of January 1912 was Municipal house opened to the public.

In this stunning interior dominates huge windows with the unique handling from the beginning of twenties, original furniture, upholstered seats and silverware. Other thing what is not omissible is the impressive ceiling is decorated with stucco geometric ornaments and paintings from Czech famous sculptors and painters as František Kraumann and Alfons Mucha.

We look forward to welcome you in this amazing place!